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Dear Professor Rose* 

I an submitting this research paper in partial compliance 
with the requirements for an undergraduate thesis in architecture. 

In this thesis I have presented research material for a 
Physical Rehabilitation Genter for Billings, Montana. The 
research material includes reports on conditions creating a 
need, local conditions, site conditions, building functions, 
building program, aesthetic considerations, and economic con
siderations. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the need and provide 
a program on which to base further design studies. The design 
studies will be the second part of this thesis program. 

Respectfully yours, 

Edward G. Hakert 
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Since my father is an orthetist and prosthetist at Billings, 

Montana, I have been verj close to the problen of rehabilitation 

and the possible need for a rehabilitation center. After 

discussing the problen with one of the older orthopedic surgeons 

in Billings, I was pleased to hear that a center in Billings 

would have some possibilities and would make a very worthwhile 

study. 

Actual construction of a center using the same concepts 

that this thesis outlines is highly unlikely. One reason is the 

conpetetive nature that physicians conduct their practice. 

Another reason is that professional ethics uould prevent actual 

construction of a building from a thesis project. 

This report is intended to analyze and present in written 

form, the information collected through interviews, books, and 

personal observations, This information will help in the design 

of the project undertaken in this thesis. 

I propose to include in this tb.esis the following: 

First Quarter 

1. Inquire into local conditions and attitudes tliat may 

have some effect on the design of a Physical Rehabilitation Center. 

2. Investigate the aesthetic and economical influences that 

could effect the design. 

3. Propose a program to follow during the design stage of 



this project. 

Second Quarter 

1. Present a solution for a Rehabilitation Center on the 

site selected, utilising the information gathered and compiled 

in this report. 
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scope of rehabihiaiton 

conditions creaiina a need 



sqora OF HEHABIU;TATIOH 

. Disabled and handicapped people are receiving increased 

recognition in terns of their needs for medical care and reha

bilitation, their influonce on social and economic life, and 

their effect on available manpower. There are two conditions 

existing today enabling more people to come under the sphere of 

rehabilitation programs: (1) The broadening scope of the rolia-

bilitation process; (2) Refinements in rehabilitation teclmiques• 

"From the concerted efforts of medicine, profes
sional groups, and the general public, vast resources 
are being brought to bear on the problems of the dis
abled. Today some 250 rehabilitation centers are 
providing comprehensive medical, social, psychological, 
and vocational services to the handicapped and dis
abled. »(5:33)* 

Under the provisions of the Hill-Burton Program,+ 226 out 

of the 250 rehabilitation centers in the United States have 

received financial assistance. Some of the funds required for 

the construction of the Physical Rehabilitation Center could 

be secured under a grant-in-aid basis. The annual appropriation 

for rehabilitation facilities included under the Hill-Burton 

Program is $10 million. 

*tfhe first number in parenthesis refers to the reference 
number on page 136. The second number is the reference page number. 

"hlill-Burton Program, Rehabilitation Category: The Medical 
Facilities Survey and Construction Act of 1954- (Public Lav 83-4B2) 
authorizes the appropriation of categorical funds for the con
struction of nursing homes, rehabilitation facilities, chronic 
disease hospitals, and diagnostic and treatment centers. 



Rehabilitation of the handicapped is handled by many indi

vidual professions related by the type of disability to be 

treated. 

"Rehabilitation means many things to many 
people. Above all it means working to find the 
best way of satisfying all of the important needs 
of the handicapped person. It requires the col
laboration of many different professions. Only 
the cooperative effort of the medical, biological, 
psychological, social, and physical sciences 
provide the most dynamic program of rehabilitation 
today. Co-ordinating these aspects of rehabil
itation and shaping the space for their optimum 
functioning is the contribution of the architect 
to rehabilitation.(7:5) 

The scope of a contenporary rehabilitation program is so 

broad as to require the members of nedical, educational, social, 

mechanical, and vocational services to work together as a team. 

The members of such a team rust be focussed on the11 Restoration 

of the handicapped to the fullest physical, mental, social, 

vocational, and economic usefulness of which t! ey are capable.*n 

Homos for the hanicapped are no longer sufficient. The reha

bilitation center of today has an atmosphere of optimism about 

it that promises much for the development of the individual into 

a responsible citizen. "It is a vital part of the community, 

and shares the corminal aspiration toward progress and human 

dignity. #(7:9) 

Through the team effort, required in contemporary rehabil-



itation, a hotter understanding within the related professions 

of each activity can develop. At the present time the scope 

and separation of each profession restricts an accumulation of 

knowledge about the related services. An example of this is 

taken from a statement by William H« Soden. 

"In the past the entire problem of prosthesis 
has been left to the limb-maker. The entire respon
sibility for the fabrication, fitting of the pros
thesis, and after^-care was delegated to the limb 
industry. It is not expected that the surgeon or 
the physical or occupational therapist can acquire 
broad training and experience in the lirib-naking 
art in a short period. It is desirable however, 
that they should understand some of the fundamental 
principles involved in the question of prosthesis," 
(8:85) 

This problem of understanding exists between each of the profes

sions servicing rehabilitation. 

The services available in Billings at this time are located 

in various parts of the city. Therefore, the understanding between 

the professions of their contribution of rehabilitation is re

stricted. It also creates a transportation problem to the 

handicapped. At the present time a handicapped person may be 

required to travel from one end of town and back two or three 

times in the course of a day. This creates a physical, mental, 

and economic strain on the handicapped person. 

The formation of a physical rehabilitation center would 
• 

allow the medical facilities to have at their disposal expensive 

examining and treatment equipment, such as x-ray machines. The 

increased use of such equipment would justify the cost. 



At the present time there are enough disabled and handi

capped people within Montana to warrent two small rehabilitation 

centers. One of the centers should be located in Billings due 

to its population and importance as a hub of transportation 

and commerce. Billings is also a medical center for a large 

area of Montana and northern Wyoming, One hundred tlireo doctors 

and forty dentists live and practice in Billings. The city has 

two large hospitals, each having a four-hundred-plus bed 

capacity. Each hospital recently completed an addition. 

There are several medical clinics located in Billings. The 

city presently has enough professional people concerned with 

rehabilitation to operate a center. Also, the largest ortho

pedic and prosthetic shop in Montana is located there. 
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local cohditipijs 

Economic 

Billings has developed as the center of an agricultural 

region. The distance between other large trace centors (900 

miles from Minneapolis and Seattle, and 600 miles from Denver) 

has made Billings a commercially independent city with growing 

importance as a trade center. It is served by three railroads, 

three airlines, three bu§j companies, and three interstate 

highways. 

The Billings area is largely agricultural. The sale of 

livestock and livestock products constitutes a large percent of 

the farm income. Billings is a major distribution center with 

a volume of wholesale and retail sales exceeding those of any 

city within a radius of 500 miles. 

The 64. percent growth rate in Billings since 1950 is due to 

the importance of oil in the 3illings area. Two large oil 

refineries are located at Billings and a third is located at 

Laurel, 15 miles west. 

Educational 

The educational facilities include approximately 31 elementary 

schools, three junior high schools, three high schools, four 

academic colleges, two beauty colleges, and three trade schools. 

Of the academic colleges, Eastern Montana College of Education 



is the only one associated with the university system. Billings 

Business College, Western College of Auctioneering, and Rocky 

Mountain College are private institutions. Eastern Montana 

College of Education is closely connected to rehabilitation due 

to their activity with cerebral palsy patients. 

Social 

There are a great variety of clubs and organisations talcing 

in almost every type of activity. Baseball is a very popular 

sport, ranging from the Little League up to a professional Class 

C team. The recreation department is very active in promoting 

sports and activities. There arc three country clubs in the 

Billings area for the use of members and their guests. 

Billings has approxinately 80 churches, representing every 

denomination. One-third of these churches have built now edifices 

or additions within the past five years. 

Historic 

The area was first settled in 1876. Billings was established 

in 1882 with the building of the Northern Pacific Railroad across 

eastern Montana. The city grew in trade importance with the 

extension of the Burlington Railroad from the south and the.Great 
\ 

Northern connecting it from the north. During the past 30 years, 

Billings has experienced a steady growth. In twenty years after 

1930 the population doubled. From 1950 to 1960 nearly half again 

as many people were added. 



The combination of good transportation, the recognition 

as the major city of a largo region and a progressive popu

lation ready and willing to support good hospitals, schools, 

churches and cultural programs, has helped Billings become 

a cultural, modical, and educational center in addition to 

being a dominant business city of an area extending 500 miles 

in any direction. 

Population 

1950 1955 1962 

City of Billings 31,84-3 42,000 54,800 

Urban Area 43,530 56,069 68,240 

Xellowstono County 55,875 67,418 83,100 

Geographical 

Billings is located in an irrigated valley about 3119 

feet above sea level, bounded on the south by the Yellowstone 

River, and on the north and east by buff sandstone cliffs 

better known as the Rims or Rimroclcs. The sandstone cliffs 

rise above the valley about 400 feet# The great plains lie 

east of the city. The Rocky Mountains to the west and the 

Pryor Mountains to the south are visible from some parts of 

the city. The natural growth of the city has been predomi

nately westward. The city is about 257 miles from the Canadian 

border and is located midway between Seattle and Minneapolis, 

Billings is surrounded by rich irrigated farmland, dryland 



wheat fields and grazing land. 

Clinate 

The climate is marked by an abundance of sunshine, a lack 

of heavy precipitation and low relative humidity. Winters can 

be, on rare occasions, quite harsh although open winters, with 

relatively little snow and cold temperatures usually prevail. 

Spring is normally the wettest tire of the year. Summers 

are very pleasant with the exception of a -©el: or 10 days 6f 

extremely hot weather which usually comes in early August. 

Autumn is very pleasant and beautiful with possibly one 

snowstorm prior to Christmas. 

The 50 year records of the U.S. Weather Bureau reveals 

the following information regarding the climatic conditions 

of Billings: 

Average precipitation (annual) 13*44 inches 

Average days of sunsl ine 270 

Growing season 160 days 

Average humidity 50 percent 

Normal wind direction from west 

Average wind velocity 5 m.p.h. 

Normal summer temperature 65 degrees F 

Normal winter temperature 36 degrees F 

Maximum frost penetration 1«5 feet 

Maximum temperature of area 105 degrees F 



Minimum temperature of area 

Winds have been experienced up to 70 m»p#h. 

Hail storms have been a threat to the area. 

>30 degrees F 

*. 



View of Billings, Montana, ̂looking oast toward the 

contral business district and Sacrifice Cliff. 

View of Billings, Montana, looking across the city 

toward the Pryor Mountains to the south. 







View of Billings, looking east, past Eastern Montana 

College of Education, the hospitals, the central 

business district, and Sacrifice Cliff. 

View of Billings, looking southeast toward Eastern 

Montana College of Education, the hospitals, the 

central business district, and the Pryor Mountains. 



5. St, Vincent*s Hospital 

View looking north from the intersection of 

North 30th Street and 12th Avenue North. 

6. St. Vincent's Hospital 

View looking vest from 12th Avenue North. 

7Iote: The location of facilities pictured in this series 
/ 

influenced the selection of the site for the 

Physical Rehabilitation Center. 







7. Billings Deacorross Hospital 

View looking north from the intersection of 

9th Avenue North and North 29th Street. 

4 

8. Billings Deaconess Hospital 

View looking vest from the intersection of 

9th Avenue North and North 28th Street. 

_  s .  



9. Pioneor Park 

View looking southwest from 3rd Street West 

and Parkhill Drive. 

• 

10, pioneor Park 

View looking east fron Virginia Lane. 

3D 







11. The Billings Clinic 

View looking northeast from the intersection 

of 9th Avenue North and North 29th Street. 

12. Medical Clinics 

View looking northwest from North 23th Street, 



13. The Doctors Building 

View looking north from parking lot. 

14-. Eastern Montana College of Education 

View looking vest toward Administration Building 

from Poly Drive, 
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15« Billings Orthopedic Appliance Shop 

View from North 32nd Street. 

16. Billings Orthopedic Appliance Shop 

View from North 32nd Street. 





SITS OCiaroCTS 

Fundamentals 

For a designer to create a building for any purpose, he 

must first consider the site in detail. There are many condi

tions concerning the site that will influence the design. The 

designer must consider location, topographical features, views, 

availability of utilities, traffic patterns, soil analysis, 

vegetation, noise, and man-made objects. Ttiese are perhaps the 

most important features to be considered. Most of the minor 

elements of concern will usually fail under one of these headings. 

The price of a parcel of land should not be the determining 

factor for all buildings, especially buildings of a medical nature 

where related medical services are needed in proximity, such as 

hospitals and clinics. A study of available sites should be 

made to determine whether they answer the need. The location of 

other required sorvices needs to be studied. This may advocate 

using a site where existing buildings are now located. The 

designer should consider what effect the building may have 011 

surrounding areas and vice versa. The site should also be adequate 

for the building structure or complex. 

rehabilitation center deserves the best 
possible setting. Indoor-outdoor relationships 
are important: therefor, the site for the center 
must be chosen carefully and developed advanta
geously. Site selection is a major consideration, 



but it is by no means an isolated aspect of planning. 
Looking ahead to the completed project, three basic 
factors are necessary for successful operation. These 
are land, building, and people. Good centers result 
when the first is developed in such a way that the 
second becomes most usable to the third.n(7:35) 

Location 

To determine the site for a physical rehabilitation center, 

many factors should be considered. The center should be located 

away from the central business district, due to the quiet 

character the center should develop. It should bo off the main 

thoroughfares of traffic, however, with easy access. The 

surrounding area should be quiet and calm, as may be found in 

a residential district. The site for a rehabilitation center 

should be near these desirable facilities, "hospitals, light 

industry, housing, recreation, and transportation." The 

location within the community should be "within or near 

residential or light industrial areas, parks, fire and police 

protection." It should never be placed near "smoke, dirt, 

odor, noise,unsightly areas, ponds, dumps, railroads, indus

trial areas, and fire hazards."(7:36) 

The site location should be convenient to public bus and 

taxi service. It is undesirable for the site to be over one 

or two blocks from bus stops. 

The two Billings hospitals, Deaconess and St. Vincents, 

are located just three blocks apart with numerous medioal 



clinics and offices grouped around oach. Therefore, it would 

be desirable to place the physical rehabilitation center close 

to one or both hospitals. Those hospitals are close to the 

center of town, however, far enough from the central business 

district to avoid the confusion of traffic. They are also 

located in or bordering a residential district near city bus 

lines. The south and east sides of town are decaying areas 

arid are unsuitable for the center. The west side is desirable 

as residential, close to paries and recreation, however, it is 

far removed from the medical area. 

The site I have chosen is located on 11th Avenue North 

between North 28th Street and North 29th Street. Factors 

influencing this selection are: (1) This area is midway between 

the two hospitals; (2) A large public swimming area is just two 

short blocks to the southeast; (3) Billing^* finest and largest 

park is four short blocks to the southwost; (4-) Eastern Montana 

College is three long blocks to the northwest. 

Topography. Vegetation, and Kan-Hade Objects 

The block has a slight uniform slope of 9 feet from 11th 

Avenue North down to 10th Avenue North. This slope lends 

itself to some terracing and possibly some split level plan

ning. However, split level designing should be kept to a 

minimum, due to the maneuvorability of the handicapped. 

There are approximately thirty large elm trees on the site. 



Most of then are locatod on tho boulevards of the tliree streets. 

There are ti/o large pine trees in front of tho corner lot on 

11th Avenue North and North 29th Street, and there are two large 

pine trees in front of the corner lot on 11th Avenue North and 

North 28th Street and one large pine in front of the third lot, 

down on North 2Bth Street. The numerous scrub cedars, lilacs, 

and other shrubs surrounding tho buildings will need to be 

removed as necessary to accomodate the buildings and landscaping. 

There are eleven homes with garages existing on tho site that 

could be sold and moved to other locations# 

Zoning Rorwlgtions and Public Utilities 

The site is located in an area zoned "Residential Two 

Family.n By complying with the requirements in Article 26 of 

Ordinance 2677, May 1963, zoning can be changed to comply \ri.th 

requirements of the building. (3:16-32) I have been assured 

by the Billings Building Inspector that this change could be 

made. 

The site should be changed to "Coinmercial-Generaln due to 

the orthopedic and prosthetic shop. The following regulations 

that apply to tho Commercial-General zone are as follows: 

A. Height: No building shall exceed 3even stories or 

eighty feet in height. 

B. Front Yard: Where tho entire frontage of the block is 

located in a Commercial zone no front yard is required. 



Cm Side Yard: Whore the side of a lot borders a residential 

district the side ys.rd shall bo a minimum of five feet. 

D« Rear Yard: Where the entire frontago is located in a 

commercial district no rear yard is required. 

£• Lot Aroa: Not restricted. 

F. Parking: One off-street parking space of 250 square 

feet for every J+00 square feet of floor area over 3000 square 

feet, 

G. Loading Space: One permanently maintained loading space 

not less than 10 feet in width, 30 feet in lengtl , and 14 feet 

in height for each 3000 square feet of lot area. Not more 

than two such spaces are required for a building of gross aroa 

of less than 80,000 square feet. 

II. Perrdts: A building permit mast be applied for and 

secured before beginning construction. 

The site has direct access to water, electricity, telephone 

service, gas, sanitary sewer, street lighting, and fire protec

tion. 

Traffic Patterns 

North 29th Street is a two-way street and would carry the 

bulk of the traffic to and from the building. Traffic on this 

street should never become too great due to its termination at 

St. Vincent!s Hospital. Most of the traffic is northwest 

southeast in this area, therefore^10th Avenuo North and 11th 



Avenue North aro both moderately traveled streets. North 27th 

Street, located one block northeast of the site is a primary 

highway• It connects Route 3 and Logan Airport with both the 

city center and the truck by-pass route of U.S. Highway 10 

and 12. North 27th Street is also used by the city bus transit 

up to 12th Avenue North. 

Soil Analysis 

Northern Testing Laboratory recommended the following bearing 

values for the Deaconess Hospital addition: 

A. Clay, loan, top 5 feet 3000 p.s.f. 

B. Clay, lean, lower 5 feet 3D00 p.s.f. 

C. Sand, fine, not recommended 

D. Gravel, sandy, 1000 p.s.f. 

The personnel at the Northern Testing Laboratory indicated 

that the soil would be similar for the location of the desired 

site for the physical rehabilitation center. See Figure 1 

page 35 for log of exploratory borings. 



LOG C3F EXPLORATORY BORINGS 

Gashing, Terrell and Associated Architects of Billings 
Montana supplied soil information taken from a report 
by Northern Testing Laboratory of Great Falls, Montana 

Top Soil 

Pill Miscellaneous 

Clay, Lean, Wet, Plastic, Firm, 
Salt Concentrations Throughout 

Water Level 
Clay, Sandy With Salt Crystals 

Sand, Uniform, Saturated 

& 
Gravel, Sandy, Gravel Up To 3 in. 

Sand, Fine, With Some Salt And 
Scattered Gravel 

Figure 1 
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17. View of west corner of site, 

looking down North 29th Street. 

18. View of vest corner of site. 







View of west corner of site, 

looking dcnm 11th Avenue North, 

View of St. Vincent's Hospital and surrounding 

area of site from vest comer of site. 



HORIZON 

ANGLE A - AZIMUTH (It is the angle measured 
horizontally from the North meridian. 
For morning hours it is measured in 
an Easterly direction; for afternoon 
hours, Westerly.) 

ANGLE B - ALTITUDE (It is the angle measured 
vertically between the sun and the 
horizontal plane of the horizon.) 

\ * 

7 J AO 

4:20 

A.M. P.M. AZIMUTH ALTITUDE 

NOON 180° -0* 21° -30' 
10t00 2:00 151° -30 < 16° -0* 
9*00 3*00 139° -0* 10° -0« 
8:00 4:00 127° -301 2° -30» 
7:40 4:20 124° -30* 0° -0» 

WINTER - DEC. 22 

Figure 4 
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A.M. P.M. AZIMUTH ALTITUDE 
NOON 

11:00 1:00 
10:00 2:00 
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4t20 7:40 
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121° -30' 
93° -0' 
55° -30' 
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Figure 5 
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The interrelationships between the several activities 

directed toward rehabilitation are varied and complex. A 

rehabilitation center is the combination of several different 

and independent professions working together toward a common 

goal. 

Purpose of a Rehabilitation Center 

The purpose of a rehabilitation center is to provide 

complete facilities for the varied professions. In doing this, 

the center enhances the potential services of each profession 

by providing it with a functional workshop in which to practice. 

Such a group with a concentration of facilities offers a com

plete and effective service to the community. 

Patient Groups 

It is important to recognize that the situation of the 

patient is not static. The character of the patient groups to 

be served is inevitably effected by developments in medicine 

and changes in population or community structure. The selection 

of the patient is partly controlled by the source of referral. 

Each referral source will present a particular demand for service. 

The sources of referrals are shown in the following chart. 



Referrals to Centers in One Year (7:13) 

Source Percent 
Private Referring Physicians . 35 
Insurance Companies 16 
Others . 15 
State Vocational Rehabilitation Div. .. 12 
Hospitals . 
Welfare Departments 6 
Other Public Agencies 4 
Other Voluntary Agencies 4 
Veterans Administration 1 

Typos of Disabilities 

The demands for rehabilitation center scrvice will drasti

cally change with the impacts of new developments on medical 

care. The change in population may increase or decrease the 

quantity of some types of disabilities. The following chart 

will show present trends in disabilities. 

Disabilities Served (7:14) 

Type of Disability Percent 
Bones-Joint-Muscles 31 
Brain Damage 19J-
Others ....... 15 
Amputees 9 
Lower Motor Neuron 
Spinal Chord Damage 7 
Cardiac 4 
Deaf 2& 
T.B i 
Blind 1-J-

Personnel 

Personnel throughout the center, in many instances, will 

be physically handicapped. This is a very effective demonstra

tion to visitors of effecient employment of the disabled. 



Planning throughout the center should therefore incorporate 

the design requirements of the physically handicapped. 

Planning the Rehabilitation Center 

Proper planning involves the achievement of good traffic 

circulation and efficient interrelationships of space. Each 

section of the center must have an efficient circulation pattern 

that fits well with the overall plan of the center. Planning a 

center consists of evaluation and organization of the areas 

tl at will be included now and in the future, with careful con

sideration of interrelationships of all the possible parts. 

Organization of spaco is one of the principles of plenning. 

To achieve the best organisation in a rehabilitation center, one 

must take into account the limited mobility and acute sensitiv

ity to the physical environment of those for whom the building 

is intended. With limited mobility, the wheelchair becomes a 

basic unit, or module, of design. The dimensions of standard 

wheelchairs and their paths of action must be born in mind. 

Problems of parking, loading and unloading, service and 

location entrances will also enter into the organization and 

help determine the proper circulation pattern. 

Services Provided 

The rehabilitation center should provide various components 

of service in medical, psychological, social, and vocational 



areas. Through a study of the community and its resources, the 

following areas of rehabilitation activity were found necessary 

for the center: (1) Offices for six orthopedic surgeons; (2) A 

radiology department; (3) A physical therapy and. hydrotherapy 

departmentj (4-) An occupational therapy department; (5) A social 

adjustment area to be operated by a full time psychiatrist and 

psychologist; (6) One orthopedic and prosthetic shop; (7) A 

vocational rehabilitation center. See Figure 6 for flow diagram 

of areas. 

Some of the orthopedic surgeons are located in medical 

clinics or other establishments and would not be able to con

veniently relocate in the rehabilitation center. Therefore, 

offices should be provided accordingly for physicians wishing 

to enter. Physicians who do not wish to be permanently located 

in the center could visit the center from time to time on a 

scheduled basis. They could use the facilities in the physical 

therapy area for examining and treatment, or special facilities 

could be provided. Since it is possible that some of the 

orthopedic physicians may wish to be located in the center 

sometime in the future, the center should be planned accordingly. 

AS 
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ADMINISTRATION MP SHTRY 

The administration unit of the center not only serves as 

the focal point for the internal organization of the complex, 

but also is the point of initial contact for visitors to the 

center. In order to serve the patient, a center needs competent 
y 

administrative staff. Record keeping of the departments con

trolled by the center is very important. Keeping records, 

issuing statements, bookkeeping, and handling of insurance 

reports is the responsibility of administration. 

To oversee these operations and the workers in tMs office, 

a manager must be employed. He will keep the office runniiig 

smoothly and efficiently, A private secretary will be needed to 

take care of the correspondence and business related to the 

center. 

The size of the administration unit will vary considerably 

with the size, scope, and arrangement of the center!s program. 

However, certain activities within the unit are fundamental. 

Since this center is organized to concentrate the orthopedic 

physicians with other related activities in one location, it is 

desirable that the physicians' unit and the orthopedic and pros

thetic shop be operated privately. Due to the privately operated 
! 

activities within the complex, the central administration is 

limited in activity. 



Sheltered unloading areas for patients are highly desirable 

and should be located so that the patient does not have to pass 

through the administration area. However, the entrance should 

be conveniently adjacent to the administration area, ahd should 

not be a secondary nor inconspicuous feature of the building, 

A covered walkway not only protects visitors from inclement 

weather, but it gives emphasis to the entry, a design element 

< 
frequently overlooked. 

Areas Provided 

The administration unit should provide a central lobby and 

waiting sps.ce (controlled by the secretary within administration), 

private secretary, director and business manager's office, 

conference room, administrative secretarial space, and public 

services. 

SPACES REQUIRED FOR THE ADMINISTRATION AHD ENTRY" 

Central Lobby and Waiting: Room 

Many patients require service from various parts of the 

center and are required to circulate through the building 

throughout the day. Therefore, the central lobby and waiting 

area performs the function af a central lounge area for use 

by patients. It should be adjacent, with direct access, to 

outdoor lounge facilities, such as a formal court or free 

landscaped outdoor area. It should contain essentially the 



same furnishings as other waiting areas within the complex. 

Private Secretary 

The duties of the diroctor are varied and complex and 

justify the service of a private secretary. The secretarial 

duties include correspondence, filing, and bookkeeping. 

Director or Managerfs Office 
4i 

The administrative director is responsible to the governing 

body for the total operations of the center's program. Since 

this is a small center, with some of the units privately operated, 

the duties of a manager also may be delegated to the director. 

Therefoia, the diroctor is responsible for the accounting and 

administrative clerical staff. This office is provided for his 

duties. 

Conference Room 

The governing body will use the conference room for most 

meetings, however, it may also be used for medium size groups 

for discussion of a patient, new practice, areas of expansion, 

function of center, etc. It is a multi-purpose conference 

room and should be located to enable easy access from all parts 

of the center. 

Administrative Secretarial Space 

This is the accounting and clerical area concerned primarily 

with records and bookkeeping. Some provisions could be consid-



©red for a stenographic pool. 

Some patients may pay cash or nay inquire about financial 

matters for services governed by the center, therefor^ the 

cashier1s counter should be convenient to the main entry. The 

counter should be located to express a degree of privacy. This 

area provides furnishings and equipment for a bookkeeper, cashier, 

stenographer, and space for records. 

Public Services 

Rest room facilities should be provided near the main lobby 

for visitors. This area should not be on the main thoroughfare 

of traffic. 

SPACES REQUIRED FOR STAFF 

Staff Lounge and Kitchen 

A central lounge and kitchen for staff use during coffee 

breaks and some staff meetings is very desirable. These 

facilities should be located to enable patients from some 

areas (vocational for example), and staff to use during lunch 

hours and meetings. The lounge and kitchen should be designed 

for possible future expansion. 
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PHYSICIANS' UNIT 

The patient's successful rehabilitation is based upon the 

medical diagnosis. Upon admission, a medical examination is 

essential for most patients. The examination may consist of an 

evaluation by other consulting medical specialists within the 

center or locality. 

Location Within the Building 

The physicians1 unit should be near the main entrance for 

easy access by all patients, since many of the patients seeing 

the physicians may be regular patients entered only for medical 

help. It also should be near the administrative department for 

purposes of keeping records, 

Staff-Patient Ratios 

Physician-patient ratios depend on the disability, therefore, 

must be determined on an individual basis. 

Organization of Space 

The physicians1 unit should be a self contained unit. When 

two or more physicians combine efforts or form a group, each 

would need the same relationships of space as the individual. 

There should be easy access to consultation room and examination 

rooms by stibcorridors, if possible. 



Areas Provided 

The physicians1 unit should provide a waiting room, 

reception and secretaryfs room, consultation room or private 

office, examination and treatment room, lab-utility room, 

rest room, and storage rocnu. 

SPACES R33UIRSD FOR THE PHYSICIANS' UNIT 

Waiting Room 

The patients receive a major impression from the waiting 

area. The tyee of service or care may be reflected in this area. 

The waiting room should not be a part of a traffic thoroughfare 

nor should it be a great distance from the examination and 

treatment rooms. It is not used for discussion of bills and 

appointments with the physician or receptionist. The space 

should allow convenient movement of patients. There should be 

allowances for wheelchair patients within the waiting area. 

Also include coat hanging facilities. 

Reception and Secretary 

The receptionist and secretary in some small pl^sicians1 

offices may also be the doctor's assistant, bookkeeper, and 

bill collector. This area is the hub of the office. The main 
* 

duties of a receptionist are to make appointments and receive 

payments. Therefor^ this area should be situated adjacent to 

the waiting room for acknowledgment of patients' arrival. 



Important medical records should bo made available only to 

the responsible professional personnel, therefore^ should be kept 

by the secretary within the physicians office. 

Consultation Room or Office 

The consultation room or office is used as a private retreat 

or area for discussion pertaining to more serious cases. This 

area is used as a conference room for discussion of a case with 

other specialists, parents, or other personnel interested in a 

specific case. It is, however, the doctor's private office and 

is usually used as such. Provide space for a wheelchair patient. 

Also include a small coat closet. 

Fframination and Treatment Room 

It is in this room that the doctor has his closest contact 

with the patient. This is the work room for the physician. The 

room should be sufficiently lighted and designed with all neces

sary equipment. The area should be completely adequate with all 

unnecessary steps eliminated. 

A minimum of two examination rooms should be provided for 

each consultation room. 

Lab-Ptlllt.y 

The lab-utility room is used for sterilization and minor 

lab work. This area should be equipped with all necessary 

equipment for lab work that can be accomplished within the unit 



with ease. 

Rest ROOD 

One small rest room should be provided within each physician* 

office. This area would be used by patients under treatment. 

Storage Room 

A small storage room should be provided within each office 

for supplies and portable examining equipment that is not used 

every day. 
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The radiology department is used for patients with all types 

of disabilities, Therefor^ it should be in a central location to 

the medical area and close to the administrative section. The 

radiology area should be accessible to wheelchair patients. The 

radiology equipment should never be nerr dampness or where 

moisture damage could occur. 

This department is of ever growing importance in examination 

and treatment. For this reason, the design of the space should 

allow for expansion of room sizes and number. When providing for 

expansion, consideration for an increase in weight due to additional 

transformers and lead insulation should be included. 

Radiology Protection 

Adequate protection from repeated exposure to x-ray must be 

included in the design. The most reliable and satisfactory 

protection is sheet lead, varying in thickness from 3/6/+ in, to 

7/8 in, depending on the voltage of the equipment. Load insu

lation must be provided to a height of at least 7 ft, on the side 

toward the developing room for very low voltage units. Where 

high voltages are used, the floors, ceilings, and walls to full 

height must be lead lined. Continuous overlapping is necessary 

to prevent rays from penetrating. The exterior walls of the 

room do not need protection because the rays lose strength 



inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the 

machine. 

Organization of Space 

The entrance to the treatment room may be protected by a 

maze or a lead lined door. Where vision is nocessary from the 

control booths into radiographic room, a special lead plate 

glass set in a lead frame shall be used. The distance between 

the dark room pass-boxes and the x-ray tables should be as short 

as possible. 

Areas Required 

The radiology department should provide a waiting room, 

reception room, office and viewing, two radiography rooms, three 

dressing rooms, developing room, and toilet room. 

sPACTff RsqTOEp Fen THE flftpioyqr DI^FARW^ 

Waiting Room 

The character developed here is similar to the waiting areas 

for the physicians* unit. Most patients who receive radiographic 

examination or treatment will first go to the physicians* unit, 

therefore, thi3 space should be located for convenient access to 

and from the physicians' unit. 

Reception Room 

The receptionist in a radiology unit is also the technician1s 

assistant and bookkeeper. This area should be near the waiting 



room for control of tho area. 

Office and Viewing Room 

The office is a private rotrert for compiling data and 

information received from x-rays. This area is also used for 

discussions with the physicians responsible for patients under 

examination. It should include a small closet for the technidian. 

Radiography Room 

The radiography room is used for x-ray examination and 

treatment, therefore*, it should contain all of the essential 

equipment for complete service. This is the work room for the 

x-ray technician. There are many types of x-ray eqiiipment, 

each designed for a specific purpose. This room should contain 

adequate space for all the types used within the scope of the 

center. Some of the equipment may be portable, enabling it to 

be used in either radiography room. 

Dressing Rooms 

The dressing room is provided as a preparation space for 

3ome types of examination and treatment. It should bo located 

directly betire en the waiting area and the radiography room. 

Developing Room 

The developing room, sometimes called the dark room, is used 

for processing the film. It must bo light proof, when the processing 

action is taking place, however, a window should be provided for 

outside ventilation when the room is not in use. 
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PHYSICAL THERAPY AI7D HYDROTHERAPY 

The function of physical therapy is performed by graduates 

of a medically approved school or course, 

"The objectives of physical therapy are to 
correct or alleviate bone and joint or neuromus
cular disabilities. This entails a concern with 
all types of physical disabilities, such as neuro
logical- diseases, arthritis, amputation, paralysis, 
spasticity, structural and postural malalignments, 
crippling accidents, post-surgical conditions, etc. 
Measures are used to retain or re-establish circula
tion, muscle tone, co-ordination, jo5.nt motion 
leading to mobility, ambulation, and activities of 
daily living. 

In carrying out his aim, the therapist will 
make use of heat, cold, water, light, and electri
city as well as the training effects of active, • 
passive, resistivo, and re-educational exorcises." 
'(7146) 

Organization of Space 

There are two major treatment areas, dry and wet. The 

exercise rooms and treatment cubicles are used for cry therapy. 

The wot area includes hydrotherapy treatment, tanks, pools, 

and related facilities. The wet aroas should be separate, 

however, adjacent and accessible to other treatment areas. 

Circulation areas for patients and staff must be taken 

into consideration in the design of a physical therapy area. 

Equipment should be located for efficient and safe use. Also 

provide storage for equipment and supplies. 

Changes in requirements are inevitable due to sise increase 

and developments in technicology, therefore the unit should 



lend itself to future expansion. 

Location Within the Building 

Physical therapy, occupational therapy, and space for 

daily living should be in proximity, as many patients my 

receive treatment and training in all three facilities in one 

day. Arrangement should enable scheduled patients to proceed 

directly to physical therapy without interfering with other 

departments• 

Some outdoor activities are also incorporated with physical 

therapy, therefore exercise rooms should be near outdoor areas. 

The physical therapy activities involving some noise should be 

removed from the quiet zone. 

Staff-Patient Ratios 

"One physical thorapist can treat an average 
of ton to fifteen patients per day. Group services 
may increaso this to twenty, "(7:4,7) 

With assistance and optimum planning of work space and 

scheduling a maximum ratio may be achieved. 

Areas Provided 

The physical therapy department should provide a waiting 

area, therapistfs office, examining room, treatment cubicles, 

and exercise areas. For hydrotherapy additional areas including 

whirlpools, tank room, shower, dressing roo- s, and storage are 

needed. 



SPACES GSQURRD M FIHTSICAL "IRAMI AM :CTRCT::IYIPY DT 

Waiting Room 

The character developed in this area should be similar to 

that of the physicians1 unit. The majority of the patients 

using physical therapy ray also need occupational therapy, 

therefoi^ this space should be located for convenient circula

tion to and fron the occupational therapy department.. Space 

for wheelchair and ambulant patients should be provided in the 

waiting area* 

Therapist!s Office 

This space is provided for interviewing patients' and 

attending to administrative duties. Provisions for files, 

desk, and dictating machine should be included. The office 

should have provisions for acoustical privacy, The location 

of this office should enable convenient access to the waiting 

area and maximum supervision of activities, A small room for 

lockers and dressing should bo provided near the office for 

the therapist, 

I&canininr: Room 

The examining room is provided for special tests and 

measurments. This room is used for treatment when privacy is 

desirable. The room should bo equipped with an examination 

table, lavatory, and space for portable and stationary examina-



tion equipment. The location of the examination room should 

alloy direct access from the entrance and waiting space. 

Treatment Cubicles 

The treatment spacc should include movable partitions or 

curtain tracks for division into cubicles for individual 

treatment. Provisions for a minimum of two cubicles in the 

treatment space should be included in this department. The 

cubicles should be equipped with a treatment table, with work 

space on each side, space for the patient's clothing, and a 

lavatory. 

Portable equipment such as infrared and ultraviolet lamps, 

diathermy, hot pack, and electrical stimulation apparatus-, 

ultrasonic equipment, suspension apparatus, electrical diagnos

tic apparatus, moist heat equipment, sand bags, and powder 

boards. 

A utility area should be located close to the treatment 
v 

cubicles equipped with a sink, drainboard, work counter, and 

storage space. 

ISccrcise Area 

A flexible and clear space for individual and group 

activities should be provided for exercise. The equipment 

that should be provided in the exercise area is exercise mats, 

a shoulder wheel, shoulder overhead and wall weights, shoulder 



ladder, steps, curbs, ramps, stall bars, parallel bars, posture 

mirror, stationary bicycle, counterbalance and individual weights, 

and sand bags. 
-

Double door^ each tliree feet wide, arc rocormended to 

accomodate equipment and patients. Small toilet rooms adjacent 

to dressing rooins should be provided near the exercise area. 

All windows and exposures should be designed to provide privacy. 

Whirlpools 

The whirlpool area is set aside for treatment of arms, hips, 

and legs. This room should have adequate space for chair, table, 

and a stool of adjustable height. It should be equipped with a 

stationary combination arm, leg, and hip tank:. 

Tank Room 

The tank space is provided for complete body therapy. It 

should be provided with an immersion tank, and a therapeutic 

tank and pool, Tho room should be furnished with a treatment 

table and storage space. Space should be provided for wheel

chair storage. 

Showers and Dross Roons 

Two srnll shower and dressing roons for men and women 

should be provided adjacent to the tonic and whirlpool area. 

This facility could bo used for physical therapy and hydro

therapy, therefoi^ should be conveniently located between the 

two. A smll toilet room should be provided with each. 
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OCCUPATIONAL THSRAPY 

Occupational therapy is administered under nodical super

vision and performed by graduates of approved occupational 

therapy schools• The occupational therapist's main rolo in 

rehabilitation is to assist in the mental and physical resto

ration of the disabled person. In addition to this they train 
i 

patients in the activities of daily living, 

"To achieve those goals, occupational therapy 
utilises, 011 an individual basis, remedial activities 
irhich are found in creative skills and manual arts •H 

(7*64) 

Location Within the Buildinr: 

Occupational therapy should be adjacent to the physical 

therapy department since many patients may use both areas. 

Arrangement should enable scheduled patients to proceed direct

ly to occupational therapy without interfering with other 

departments. Some activities, such as those for daily living, 

also take place outdoors, therefore should have access to the 

outdoor activities area. 

Since this area is conducted under medical supervision, it 

should have direct accessibility to the center's physicians and 

social adjustment areas. 

Staff--Patient Ratios 

Usually one occupational therapist can treat eight to 

fifteen pationts in a day, depending on the type of disability 



and the severity of the case. The number will decrease when 

the majority of the treatments aro individual. If the therapist 

is assisted by a non-professional person, the daily load will 

increase. 

Organization of Space 

Activities should be selected according to the employment 

possibilities within the area, A center of this size should be 

planned to separate the quiet from the noisy activities and the 

dusty from the clean activities. 

Movable work units and storage units are recommended to 

obtain flexibility. Tools and material should be stored at the 

point of first use. 

Some of the selected activities that may take place in this 

department are weaving, woodworking, ceramics, sowing, typing, 

and painting. 

Aroas Provided 

•The occupational therapy department should provide a 

therapist!s office, occupational therapy treatment, and activi

ties for daily living. 

SfAqqS PTOPD FOfl THE OCCUPATIONAL TIIEfiAF? DBPA^TMH^ 

Therapists Office 

The office area is used for interviewing patients and 

attending to adminstrative duties. A staff locker and dressing 



room should be adjacent to the office. The office should be 

designed and partitioned for acoustical privacy. Maximum 

supervision of activities is essential, therefor$ the office 

should be located near the patients1 entrance and activity 

areas. 

Occupational Therapy treatment 

The activities for therapy treatment may include weaving, 

woodworking, ceramics, sewing, typing, and printing. Separation 

of noisy or dusty from clean or quiet areas may be accomplished 

by a glazed partition and storage units. Typing, sewing, and 

weaving should be on one side of the partition and woodworking, 

printing, and ceramics on the other# For occupational treatment 

and training the following equipment should be incorporated: 

floor looms, tablo or hand looms for weaving; work bcnchos, 

hand tools, bicycle sandor, bicycle jigsaw, power jigsaw, lathe, 

grinder, sander, and drill press for woodworking; ceramics wheel 

(kick or power), damp box, small kiln, and sin]: with clay trap 

for ceramics; foot power wowing machine, electric machine for 

seizing; typewriter desk and typewriter for typing; hand printing 

pross, materials cabinet, type cabinet, and work bench for 

printing. 

Toilet facilities should be convenient for patients, and 

designed for users who are confined to wheelchairs. Also 

provide a coat storage space near the entrance to the department. 



Provide storage units near each activity. Doors to the area 

should be double door», each three feet wide, for handling 

equipment and supplies. The northern exposure is the most 

desirable for natural light. 

Activities for Daily Living 

The space for this activity should include most situations 

found in the home. It should include a bath, bedroom, kitchen, 

and dining room. Some training, particularly bathroom and 

bedroom activities, "trill require co-operation with the physical 

therapists. Therefor^ this area should be close to the physical 

therapy department. A board containing numerous items of 

hardware, light switches, faucets, and other items should be 

included. 

The bathroom should bo designed for wheelchair patients. 

The kitchen should include counters and cabinets for wheelchair 

patients as well as standard counter and cabinet arrangements 

to test the patients ability to cope with normal situations. 

Counters of adjustable height can be used in training patients. 

Standard clothes closets are recommended as a part of the 

training in dressing. A broom closet should be provided. Also 

provide an adjustable ironing board and a vacuum cleaner for 

patient training. Table space should be included for training 

in eating and for use as a writing surface. 
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SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT DSPA 

Social adjustment is the treatment of social and emotional 

problems. This treatment requires social and psychiatric 

services. 

Psychiatric Service 

The psychiatrist is primarily called upon for the following 

services} 

«i) psychiatric screening to diagnose emotional 
problems; 

ii) staff consultations on how these problems 
should be managed in relation to the 
patient's total, rehabilitation program;-

iii) in-service staff training for the purpose of 
developing greater understanding of the 
psychological factors in disability."(7:94) 

Psychological Services 

The psychological services include the following: 

•i) psychological evaluation, accomplished by 
means of various psychological testing 
procedures and interviews which evaluate 
the patient's intelligence and personality; 

ii) interpretation of clinical findings to 
members of the staff; 

iii) counseling (therapy) on either an individual 
or a group basis, usually carried out with 
the psychiatrist and social service staff; 

iv) in-service training of psychologists and 
participation in psychological research 
programs."(7:94) 

Social Services 

The social services include the fallowing: 

wi) social study and evaluation, including the 



collection of relevant information from 
the patient, his family, and other agencies, 
and the appraisal of such information with 
respect to the patient's rehabilitation 
potential; 

ii) social casework, where the social worker 
(medical social worker or psychiatric social 
worker) works with the patient to improve 
attitudes toward self support and motivation 
toward treatment and work; 

iii) social groiip work, including the correction 
of abnormal living patterns by suing planned 
group activities, recreational in nature but 
therapeutic in value. It may include hobby 
activities, group discussions, and activities 
of an adult education nature. "(7:94-) 

Location Within the Buildinrc 

As most patients should receive some service in this area, 

it should be located in proximity to other medical ar'cr.s with 

convenient access from the main entry. This area should be 

located in a quiet zone for most efficient service. 

Areas Provided 

The social adjustment area should provide a waiting room, 

receptionist, psychiatrist's office, psychologist's office 

(individuals therapy), room for psychological testing and therapy, 

social case worker's office. 

SPACES IgQUIRSD FOR Til'J SOCIAL ADJU5TM:.NT DSPARTM^TT 

Waiting Room 

As was mentioned before, a major impression is received 

from this area, therefoi^ it should be designed with a very 



pleasant atmosphere. The requirements are similar to the 

waiting areas for the physicians1 units. 

Receptionist 

This area should be treated the same as the receptionist 

areas for the physicians1 units, since the duties and activity 

are the same, 

F sychiatri st1s Office 

This room is used for psychiatric screening. Space should 

be provided for the psychiatrist's desk with telephone and 

dictation machine. Furnish the room to provide a relaxed 

atmosphere. The office should be acoustically treated to assure 

privacy during interviews. 

Psychologist's office 

The psychologist's office is used for counseling and for 

individual therapy. The room should be furnished similar to 

the psychiatrist's office. 

Psychological Testing and Therapy 

This room is used for psychological evaluation and therapy. 

The room should be equipped with a desk or work surface with 

space on each side so that the psychologist and patient will 

face each other. Provide a drawer for papers and stop watches. 

Storage for test kits should be provided in this area. The 

test kits should be out of sight and reach of the patient. The 



room should be treated acoustically for an over-all residual 

noise level of not more tlian J+0 decibels on the *CW scale. 

Social Case Worker 

This office should be equipped with a desk for the social 

worker, with dictation machine, telephone, and a file cabinet, 

and chairs for two or three other persons. It should have an 

intimate atmosphere and be treated acoustically for privacy 

during interviews. 
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The type of facility for orthotic and prosthetic service 

is dependant on the availability of service. When the shop is 

within the center, it provides a close liaison between the 

patient, the medical team, and the orthctist and prosthetist. 

"Orthetic appliances are medically prescribed 
for the support of weakened parts of the body and 
to increase or control their function. Prosthetic 
appliances are medically prescribed artificial 
substitutes for a missing body part. Such devices 
are constructed by orthetists and prosthetists in 
co-operation with the physician, the physical 
therapist, and the occupational therapist. 

The type of facility for orthotic and prosthetic 
services will vary widely with rehabilitation centers 
and is dictated at times bv the availability of 
commercial services."(7:90) 

Location Within the Building 

The fabrication of major appliances requires heavy and 

noisy equipment. For control of noise and reduction of fire 

hazard, the shop should be isolated, preferably in a separate 

building or wing. The isolation of those facilities will also 

express private ownership and control essential to this problem. 

Since many patients will use these facilities, it should be 

located with direct access to the parking lot and to medical areas 

of the center. 

Areas Provided 

The orthopedic and prosthetic shop should, provide a 

waiting room, receptionist, manager!s office, three fitting 



rooms, workshop, blacksmith shop, toilet, and storage room. 

SPACES REQUIRED FOR THE OBTHCPSDIC AI3D PROSTHETIC APPLIANCE SHOP 

Waiting Room 

The waiting room for the orthopedic and prosthotic appliance 

shop should be designed with a very pleasant atmosphere. The 

requirements are similar to the waiting areas for the physicians* 

unit. 

Receptionist 

This area should be treated the same as the receptionist 

area for the physicians' unit, since the duties and activities 

are similar. 

Manager's Office 

The manager's office is a private area set aside for 

administration of orthopedic and prosthetic business. Confer

ences with patients would never take place in this area, 

therefor^ provisions need not bo included for them. Provisions 

for files, desk, end dictating machine should be included. The 

location of the office should enable convenient supervision of 

activities. 

Fitting Rooms 

These rooms are used for taking measurments and for fitting 

and removal of prosthesis or braces. It should be directly 



accessible from the workshop area and the waiting space. It 

should be designed to accomodate wheelchair patients. 

The room should be equipped with a treatment table with 

work space on both sides and one end. A chair and hook strip 

for clothes and crutches should be provided. Sufficient space 

in front of the fitting rooms should be provided, for trying 

out the prosthesis or braces. 

Workshop 

The present shop in Billings has provisions for four shop 

men. The facilities would include four work benches, sowing 

machines, leather storage and cutting area, shoe finisher, drill 

press, small grinder, disc sander, and socket cutter and sander. 

Adequate storage for supplies and replacement parts should 

be provided within this area. The workshop is provided for 

final fabrication. It should be a relatively clean area, since 

leather and white or light colored fabrics are handled at this 

location. 

The workshop should have access to the blacksmith shop, 

however, they should be separated by doors to isolate the dirty 

area from the clean. 

Blacksmith Shop 

The blacksmith shop area is provided for metal fabrication 

and polishing. This area should be equipped with welding, 
• 

forging, grinding, bending, and finishing equipment. 



Storage Room 

A large storage space should be provided for storage of 

supplies and records# It should be easily accessible from the 

workshop and blacksmith shop areas. 
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VOCATIONAL D5PABTMEMT 

The vocational department of the center should provide 

counseling, evaluation, training, placement, and a sheltered 

workshop. The vocational program is determined by the needs 

of the patients and the opportunities within the area served 

by the center. 

The vocational department has the responsibility of 

acquainting the patient with situations in industry and business. 

The area should present a wide range of job possibilities. The 

services offered at local trade schools and colleges need not 

bo duplicated. Changes in techniques and types of industry 

make it essential that this area have maximum .flexibility. 

Areas Provided 

The vocational department should provide a director's 

office, counseling and placement office, evaluation area, 

training area, sheltered workshop area, general storage, and 

toilets for men and i/omen. 

SPACES REQUIRED FOR THE VOCATIONAL DEPARTMENT 

Director's Office 

The director is in charge of co-ordinating vocational 

training. He is in charge of the vocational area and is 

responsible for integrating it with the entire program of 

re 



rehabilitation within the center. The directorfs office is 

a private area used for attending to administration and co-ordi

nation duties. It will be used for private conferences and 

interviews at times also. 

The office should be centrally located within the vocational 

area, and near the entry for control. The office should have 

access to the central administration area. 

Counseling and Placement Office 

Provisions for th« patient to obtain an understanding of 

his vocational abilities and potential are fundamental to this 

area. The center may work with counselors already established 

within the community, and in co-operation with counselors from 

the State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency. 

This office is provided for vocational counseling and 

placement. 

Evaluation Area 

Vocational evaluation is the process of collecting and 

appraising data on the patients1 interests, aptitudes, and 

abilities in work situations. This section needs to have a 

broad selection of vocations in order to find the one best 

suited and most satisfying to the petient. The purpose of 

evaluation is to determine the assets and limitations of the 

patient, with considerations given to physical limitations, 

intellectual capacity, and emotional factors. 



The evaluation unit uses techniques of job sample or 

reality testing, supplemented by the use of standardized 

performance tests. The unit should include a vide range of 

job areas typical of the area served by the center. It should 

include evaluations in commercial occupations, skilled and 

semiskilled hand assembly, and operations of mechanical equip

ment, Provide the following testing facilities: 

(1) Commercial 
Bank tellers, ticket agents, receptionists, shipping 
and receiving clerks, file clerks, and sales clerks; 

(2) Skilled and Semiskilled 
A. Sewing and Tayloring 

Pattern makers, tailors, pressers, hand sewers, 
sewing machine operators, weave-bac specialists, 
and chair cover makers; 
Drafting; 

C. Commercial Art 
Letterers, window display artists, show card layout; 

D. Arts and Crafts 
Ceramics, leather, metal work, weaving, jewelry, 
electroplating; 

E. Building Trades 
Carpenters, painters, plumbers, masons, electricians; 

F. Woodwork Trades 
Cabinet makers; 

G. Repairmen 
Business machines, watch repair, tool sharpening, 
camera repairing, shoe repairing; 

H. Electric Light, Power, and Electronics 
Inspectors and testers, radio, television, electronic 
machine repairmen; 

(3) Machine Shop Operators 
Tool and die makers, machine tool operators; 

U) Unskilled 
A* Restaurant Occupations 

Waiters and waitresses; 
B. Building Maintenance 

Janitors, housekeepers; 
C, Building Material Handling; 
D, Greenhouse and Floriculture 

Greenhouse worker, flower preparation, 



Employment opportunities and the type of disabilities 

change over a period of time, therefore the unit should be 

flexible and able to shift its emphasis as required. 

Location of Evaluation Area Within the Building 

This department should be removed from the quiet zones, 

since some testing activities are noisy. The unit should be 

near service areas, for receiving materials and equipment. 

Staff -Patient Ratios in the Evaluation Area 

Evaluation requires full time attendance by the patient 

for at least six hours per day for a period of three or more 

weeks. The unit should bo staffed by one evaluation supervisor. 

The supervisor should be able to handle up to 15 patients at 

one time. 

Organization of Space in the Evaluation Area 

Space within tho department should be subdivided according 

to occupations with convenient storage with each area. Areas 

with table top work surfaces that can be used for many types of 

handwork activity permit considerable flexibility. 

Some of the portable equipment used in training may be 

used for reality testing to avoid duplication. Areas requiring 

common utilities should be designed around utility cores for 

economy of installation. Allow adequate space for work stations 

for handling supplies, and for general circulation of patients 



using wheelchairs, and crutches. Since maximum flexibility is 

necessary, any division of space should be accomplished with 

movable storage or glass partitions, 

A teaching area for evaluation and training should be 

located between the training and evaluation areas. This area 

would be used for testing, demonstration, displays, and confer

ences, It should be equipped with visual aid equipment. 

Supervisor's Station 

The supervisor's station should have visual control of the 

entire unit, therefor^ it should be centrally located within 

the area. Electrical controls should be located in this area, 

as well as at key points, for emergency cut off. 

Training Area 

Vocational training provides the discipline necessary for 

the patient to attain his maximum potential. Vocational training 

requires carefully supervised instruction in vocations best 

serving the patient's needs. Training should be planned 

according to employment possibilities and vocational evaluation. 

Vocational training is prescribed after the patient's abilities 

and interests have been evaluated. 

The training areas provide opportunity for growth in 

ability and assurance in actual job situations. During the 

training period the patient may receive services from other 

areas within the complex. In addition to working with local 



industry, local training services available at the colleges will 

supplement the center*s training. 

Vocational training should place emphasis on limited 

training objectives which are more suitable to the educational 

and cultural backgrounds of the patient. Since the unit deals 

with complex problems and disabilities, the range of vocations 

to be offered should accomodate several levels of abilities, 

skills, and interests. 

The center should include facilities for training in 

commercial, skilled and semiskilled, machine shop operators, 

and unskilled work. Training in many other vocations can be 

found in the colleges and trade schools in the community. The 

center is located close to Eastern Montana College of Education 

for this reason. 

Location of Training Area Within tho Building 

Source material is required from many departments within 

the center to determine a specific program, therefore, the 

training area should have access to other parts of the center. 

The training area should be away from quiet zones, since some 

training activities are noisy. The area should be placed near 

service areas for convenient receiving and shipping facilities, 

Staff-Fatient Ratio of the Training Area 

The maximum ratio for a training area of this kind is 

ftpfproximately one instructor for every 15 patients. Since all 



patients donft receive the same training, the space should be 

adequate for changes in numbers. 

Organization of Space in the Training Area 

A large uninterrupted space with provisions for movable 

storage partitions, will best fit the needs of the training 

area. Bach area should be self-contained and separate from 

the others within the space. Adequate locker space is essential 

in the training area. 

Instructor's Station 

The instructor's station for the training area is organized 

similar to the supervisor's station in the evaluation area. 

Storage 

Each training area should be provided with storage for 

tools and equipment. It also should have adequate storage for 

supplies to meet day to day needs. 

Sheltered Workshop 

The sheltered workshop provides employment for disabled 

persons who need more vocational evaluation and training than 

is possible in the evaluation and training areas. Work done 

in this area is usually obtained on a contract or sub-contract 

basis. Wages are paid for productive work done by patients in 

this area. 

The sheltered workshop provides additional opportunities 



for further evaluation, training, and eventual employment of 

the handicapped individual. The workshop is also a place for 

permanent employment for patients with extensive or complicated 

disabilities. 

The sheltered workshop is not an isolated unit, but a part 

of the total vocational rehabilitation area. Ifor selected 

patients, it is the best means of developing work tolerance, 

woi3c habits, confidence, and skill. The added incentive of pay 

for work done is often the motivation needed to help the disabled 

person in the rehabilitation program. 

Location of the Sheltered Workshop Within the Buildinr 

The sheltered workshop should be conveniently related to 

other areas,of vocational service. It may be a detatched unit 

with a separate patient entrance, as patients engaged in the 

shop no longer require the intensive services of the medical 

department. As work within the shop may be noisy, the shop 

should be separated from the quiet areas. For delivery and 

shipment of goods it is essential that the unit be adjacent to 

the service area. 

Organization of Space in t" e Sheltered Workshop 

This area will closely resemble industrial space and will 

house industrial operations. The type of work done in the shop 

is subject to change, therofoi^ flexibility in organizing the 

space is essential. The area should have high ceilings and be 



free of columns or obstruction. 

Some of the work surfaces should be adjustable in height 

and all should be designed with the wheelchair patient in mind. 

Electrical outlets should be frequently spotted along 

bench walls. Floor outlets should be provided for power tools# 

Wiring should be adequate to take a varying power demand. 

Adequate general illumination should be provided with increased 

intensity at work stations. 
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MECHANICAL EQU! «W 

Lighting and electrical Service 

The electrical system mast be designed for equipment with 

high load requirements. Power demands, particularly peak loads 

for equipment, lighting, and service motors should be considered 

before designing the electrical system. Adequate power should 

also be available for future needs, and flexibility of changing 

programs, A three-phase, foui^-wiro 120/300 volt system would be 

the most desirable. 

Interconnecting telephones should be provided for all offices 

and possibly other locations. These should be connected to a 

dial system. 

A public address system would be desirable, and could be 

used to supply background music. 

The lighting system that supplies a uniform illumination 

should be used ifa all areas. Supplementary lamps should be 

provided in examination and treatment rooms. 

General leve3s of illumination for areas in the center are: 

Halls -15 ft. candles (minimum) 

Waiting Rooms and Offices - 2D ft. candles (min.) general areas 
50 ft. candles in reading areas 

Business Office - 50 ft. candles 

Sxamining and Treatment - 35 ft. candles 
100 ft. candles over examining tables 

Laboratory and Shop - 70 ft. candles 



The use of natural light is limited to the main waiting 

area, offices, employee lounge, and shop areas. 

Heating and Ventilating 

A zoned system will best provide the variety of temperature 

levels required in the various areas. The treatment areas, 

especially the hydrotherapy area need a higher temperature than 

the vocational or workshop areas, for example. 

A combination system of hot water and circulated fresh air 

will provide a clean heat with ventilation. This system can be 

easily zoned for control. An introduction of 25 percent fresh 

air can be supplied to the aroas with this system. 

Air- Conditioning 

A well-designed air conditioning system will considerably 

improve the total environment of the center. Air-conditioning 

will increase the morale of staff and patients# It will result 

in more efficient treatment, training, and working conditions. 

Plumbing 

Special equipment will require special plumbing. The 

equipment in the hydrotherapy area is an example of this. 

Since a maximum of flexibility is required for a rehabilitation 

center, all plumbing installations should be accessible to provide 

for expansion, revisions, or relocations. 

The center requires a large number of plumbing fixtures, 



especially sinks and lavatories. Each examination room requires 

a sink or lavatory. Also numerous activities in the vocational 

and shop areas require sink facilities. Therefor^ the relation

s-dp of areas around utility cores should be kept in mind. 

The material to be used should provide protection against 

corrosion in order to provide insurance of long life. Provisions 

for air cushions to prevent what is knoun as a water hammer should 

be made. All fixtures should be equipped with shut-off valves 

below the operating valves so repairs can be made in one area 

without shutting off the entire system. 





BUILDING PROGRAM MP ROOM ANALYSIS 

The building program in outline form indicates the general 

grouping of rooms with a detailed study of the areas with res

pect to equipment, finish, and relationships of one area to 

another. Each department has boen studied by a description of 

the function and a flow diagram under the function section of 

this thesis. The relationships of one department to another 

has been studied by general flow diagram of the complex, also 

found in the function section. 

The building program and room analysis section will allow 

the reader to bocome familiar with the requirements for each • 

space* The number 6f square feet for each area is listed to 

the right of each room discription. 

The information is based on interviews with physicians and 

consultation of reference material. 



BUTLDL.iu i n. GRAM i'CR ffii.C PHYSICAL REHABILITATION 

mm 
1. Reception Area (Lobby) 350 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: receptionist, administrative office, 

conference room, outdoor lounge, and 
public service 

Indirect: office manager, building facilities 

Equipment and furnishings 
chairs, sectional seats, ash trays, magazine 
stands, reading lamps, coat racks 

Finish 
cheerful, easily maintained, durable, acousti
cally treated 

2. Public Services (Toilet facilities) 160 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: corridor of traffic, lobby 

Equipment and furnishings 
as required by the building code 

Finish 
durable and easily maintained 

Sub Total 510 

ADMINISTRATION 

3. Receptionist's Office euid Administration 300 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: director's office, director's private 

secretary's office, lobby and \miting 
area 

Indirect: public service 

Equipment and furnishings 
three desks and chairs, file cabinets, cash 
drawer, writing tables, limited storage 



Finisjr 
cheerful, easily maintained, in harmony with 
lobby 

U* Private Secretary 120 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: manager's office, administration office 
Indirect: central lobby 

Equipment and furnishings 
• desk and chair, writing table, file cabinets 

Finish 
cheerful, easily maintained, in harmony with 
manager's office 

5* Director's Office 150 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: private secretary, adrainstrative 

office, conference room 
Indirect: lobby and waiting room 

Equipment and furnishings 
executive desk and chair, book shelves, two 
visitor's chairs 

Finish 
good quality, acoustically treated 

6. Conference 150 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: lobby and waiting area, director's 

office 
Indirect: director's private secretary 

Equipment and furnishings 
large conference table with ten or twelve 
chairs, shelving, small closet 

Finish 
good quality, acoustically treated, easily 
maintained 

Sub Total 720 



MEDICAL UNIT (6 PHYSIC IMS) 

7. Waiting (6 RDOJUS, 150 sq.ft.ea.) 900 

Adjacent areas 
Direct; receptionist, office, treatment 

and examining rooms 
Indirect: lab-utility 

Equipment and furnishings 
sane as no, 1 

Finish 
same as no. 1 

8. Receptionist and Secretary (6 Rooms, 130 sq.ft.ea,)73D 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting area, office 
Indirect: treatment and examining rooms, 

lab-utility 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. U 

Finish 
cheerful, easily maintained, in harmony with 
waiting area 

9. Office. Consultation (6 Rooms, 150 sq.ft.ea.) 900 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: examining and treatment rooms, 

receptionist, waiting area 
Indirect: lab-utility, other areas of building 

Equipment and furnishings 
executive desk and chair, book shelves, x-ray 
illuminator, two visitor!s chairs 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

10. Examination & Treatment (12 Rooms, 170 sq.ft.ea.) 840 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: office, waiting, lab-utility, toilet 
Indirect* receptionist 



Equipment and furnishings 
examination table (with clearance on all sides), 
examination light, a lavatory and mirror, 
clinical scales, film illuminator, instrument 
and supply closet, a chair, standing bars (opt.) 

Finish 
good quality, acoustically treated, economical, 
easily maintained 

11 • Lab-Utility (6 Rooms, 40 sq.ft.ea.) 240 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: treatment and examining rooms 
Indirect: office 

Equipment and furnishings 
pressure sterilizer, sink, plaster cart, work 
counter, storage cabinots 

Finish 
good quality, easily maintained 

12* Storage (6 Rooms, 30 sq.ft.ea.) 180 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: examining and treatment rooms, office, 

receptionist 

Equipment and furnishings 
shelving, floor to ceiling 

Finish 
durable, easily maintained 

13. Toilet (6 Rooms, 30 sq.ft.ea.) 180 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: examining and treatment rooms 

Equipment and furnishings 
one water closet, one lavatory with mirror, 
small shelf 

Finish 
same as no. 2 

Sub Total 39^0 



RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

u. - Waiting 90 

Adjacent areas 
Direct; dressing rooms, receptionist 
Indirect: radiography rooms, office, 

physicians1 unit 

Equipment and furnishings 
sane as no. 1 

Finish 
same as no. 1 

15. Receptionist and Secretary SO 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: office, waiting room 
Indirect: developing room, radiography rooms 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. U 

Finish 
same as no. 3 

t6. Office and Viewing? 130 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: radiography, developing room, 

receptionsit 
Indirect: waiting room 

Equipment and furnishings 
executive type ddsk with chair, chair for 
guest, small x-ray film illuminator, filing 
cabinet (letter size), wall mounted view box 
(2 units of U each),film filing cabinet, 
shelves, stereoscope, adjustable stool 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

17. Radiography (2 Rooms, 160 sq.ft.ea.) 360 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: dressing, toilet, developing, office, 

control booth 



Indirect: waiting, receptionist 

Squipment and furnishings 
radiographic unit (possibly a combination 
fluoroscopic unit), adjustable stool, footstool, 
cossette changer, barium sink, recessed cabinet, 
portable x-ray equipment 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

18. Developing 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: radiography (may be protected by a 

maze), office 

Equipment and furnishings 
storage cabinets, cossette pass box, film 
loading counter with cabinet below, film 
storage bin, film hanger racks, safe light, 
ceiling light (white and red), two door film 
dryer, film dryer exhaust, developing tank with 
thermostatic mixing valve, timer, wall mounted 
x-ray illuminator, sink, towel bar 

Finish 
good quality, economical, easily maintained 

19- Dressing (3 Rooms, 25 sq.ft.ea.) 75 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting, radiography 
Indirect: toilet 

Equipment and furnishings 
bench, mirror, hook strip 

Finish 
same as no. 18 

2D. Toilet 30 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: radiography, dressing 
Indirect: developing 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 13 



Finish 
same as no. 2 

Sub Total w> 

PHYSICAL THSRAPY AMD HYDROTHERAPY 

21. Waiting 100 

22. 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapist's office, examination, 

treatment 
Indirect: exercise area, whirlpool, tank, 

shower arid dressing 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 1 

Finish 
same as no. 1 

Theranist's Office 130 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting, examination, treatment, 

exorcise, tank, whirlpool 
Indirect: shower and dressing, storage 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapist's office 
Indirect: treatment, exercise, whirlpool, tank, 

shower and dressing 

Equipment and furnishings 
examination table (with clearance on three 
sides), chair, standing bars 

Finish 
same as no, 5 

Examination 70 

Finish 
same as no. 10 



24* Treatment Cubicles (3 divisions, 90 sq.ft.ea.) 270 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapists office, waiting 
Indirect: examining, exercise, whirlpool, 

tank, shower and dressing 

Equipment and furnishings 
treatment table (with space on each side), 
treatment light, clothing closet, lavatory 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

25. Sscercise Area 500 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapist's office, waiting, shower 

and dressing 
Indirect: examining, treatment, whirlpool, 

tank 

Equipment and furnishings 
exercise mat3, shoulder wheel, shoulder 
weights (overhead and wall), shoulder ladder, 
steps, curbs, ramps, stall bars, parallel 
bars, posture mirror, stationary bicycle, 
counterbalance and individual weights, sand 
bags 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

26* Whirlpool (2 Units, 60 sq.ft.ea.) 120 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting, therapist's office, sho^/er 

and dressing, tank 
Indirect: examing, treatment, exercise 

Equipment and furnishings 
stationary combination arm, leg, and hip tanks, 
chair, adjustable stool, table 

Finish 
good quality, water resistant (ceramic tile, 
non-slip floor), economical, easily maintained 



27. Tank 300 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapist's office shower and 

dressing, whirlpools, storage, 
waiting 

Indirect: examining, treatment, exercise 

Equipment and furnishings 
immersion tank, therapeutic tank and pool, 
treatment table, electric trolley and hoist 
(500 lb. capacity) 

Finish 
same as no. 26 

28. Shower and Dressing (2 Rooms, 100 sq.ft.ea.) 300 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: whirlpool, tank, exercise area, waiting 
Indirect: therapist's office, examining, 

treatment 

Equipment and furnishings 
shower (25 sq.ft.), tub, toilet, lavatory 
and mirror, dressing bench, lockers (A ea. 
room), provide grab bars on all fixtures 

Finish 
same as no. 26 

Sub Total 1590 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 

29. Therapist's Office 130 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: occupational therapy treatment, 

activities for daily living 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same as no. 5 



Occupational Therapy Treatment 600 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapist's office 
Indirect: activities for daily living 

Equipment and furnishings 
floor looms, table or hand looms, work benches, 
hand tools, bicycle sander, bicycle jigsaw, 
power jigsaw, lathe, grinder, sander. drill 
press, ceramics wheel (power or kick), damp 
box, small kiln, sink with clay trap, foot 
power sewing machine, electric sewing machine, 
typewriter desk and typewriter, hand printing 
press, materials cabinot, type cabinet, work 
bench 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

Activities for Daily Living 4-50 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: therapist's office, treatment 
Indirect: physical therapy department 

Equipment and furnishings 
table and etiairs, closets, range, work 
counter with storage above and below, sink, 
refrigerator, laundry washer and dryer, easy 
chair, dresser and stool, bed, lamp, shower, 
tub, toilet, lavitory, gadget board, telephone 

Finish 
good quality, residential character, easily 
maintained 

Sub Total • 1180 

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 

Waiting 100 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: receptionist, psychiatrist's office, 

psychologist's office, psychological 
testing and therapy, social case 
worker's office 



Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 1 

• Finish 
same as no, 1 

33. Receptionist and Secretary 90 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting, psychiatrists office, 

psychologists office, social case 
worker!s office 

Indirect: psychological testing and therapy 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no, 4-

Finish 
same as no, 8 

34» Psychiatrist1s Office 130 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: receptionist, waiting 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

35. Psychologist1s Office 130 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: receptionist, psychological testing 

and therapy, waiting 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same a3 no. 5 

36. Psychological Testing and Therapy 130 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: psychologist's office, waiting 
Indirect: receptionist 



Equipment and furnishings 
desk with space on both sides, drawers, two 
chairs 

Finish 
same as no. 6 

37. Social Case Worker*s Office 120 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: receptionist, waiting 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: receptionist, manager^ office, 

fitting rooms 
Indirect: workshop 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 1 

Finish 
same as no. 1 

39# Receptionist and Secretary 100 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting, manager's office, fitting 
Indirect: workshop 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. U 

Finish 
same as no. 8 

Sub Total 700 

ORTHOPEDIC AND PKOST.CTIC APPLIANCE SHOP 

38. Waiting; 12) , 



40. Manager's Office 130 

Adjacent areas 
Directs waiting, receptionist, fitting, 

workshop 
Indirect: blacksmith shop, toilet, storage 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

. Fitting (3 Rooms, 60, 70, and 100 sq.ft.) 230 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: waiting, receptionist, manager's 

office, workshop 
Indirect: blacksmith shop, toilet, storage 

Equipment and furnishings 
fitting table (work space on three sides), 
clothos hooks, chair 

Finish 
sane as no. $ 

42. Workshop 900 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: manager's office, fitting, blacksmith 

shop, toilet, storage 
Indirect: waiting, receptionist 

Equipment and furnishings 
four work benches, two sewing machines, 
leather storage cabinets, shoe finisher, 
leather cutting table, drill press, small 
grinder, disc sander, socket cutter and 
sander 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

43. 3lacksmith Shop 350 

Adj acent areas 
Direct: workshop 
Indirect: manager's office, fitting, toilet 



storage 

Finish 
>od quality, easily maintained, fire proof 

(2 hour construction) 

44. Toilet 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: workshop 
Indirect: manager!s office, blacksmith shop, 

fitting 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 13 

Finish 
same as no, 2 

45. Storage 300 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: workshop, blacksmith shop 

Equipment and furnishings 
shelving and storage racks 

Finish 
durable, easily maintained, economical 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: counseling and placement, evaluation, 

training, sheltered workshop 
Indirect: toilets, storage 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

Sub Total 21*0 

VOCATIONAL DEPARTMENT 

46. Director's Office 130 



47. Counseling; and Placement 12D 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: director's office, evaluation, 

training 
Indirect: sheltered workshop 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 5 

Finish 
same as no. 5 

48. Evaluation 800 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: director's office, counseling and 

placement, training 
Indirect: sheltered workshop, storage, toilets 

Equipment and furnishings 
work benches arid basic tools and machines 
required for evaluation in fields mentioned 
in evaluation area on page 87 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

49. Training 3000 

Adjacent areas 
Direct; director's office, storage, toilets, 

counseling and placement, evaluation 

Equipment and furnishings 
work benches and basic tools and machines 
required for training in fields mentioned in 
training area on page 90 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

50. Sheltered Workshop 2D00 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: director's office, storage, toilets 
Indirect: counseling and placement, evaluation 

1 u 



Equipment and furnishings 
tools, equipment, and machinery similar to 
training area 

Finish 
same as no. 10 

51. Storage 500 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: training, sheltered workshop 
Indirect: evaluation 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. IS* 

Finish 
same as no. 4-5 

52# Toilets (2 Rooms, 30 sq.ft.ea.) 60 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: training, sheltered workshop 
Indirect: director's office, evaluation 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no. 13 

Finish 
same as no. 2 

Sub Total 5610 

STAFF 

53. Lounge 250 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: kitchen 
Indirect: administration and main halls 

Equipment and furnishings 
lockers, lounge c^iairs, ash trays, sinks, 
toilets, waste recepticles, mirrors, magazine 
racks 

Finish 
conducive to periods of relaxation 



54. Kitchen 70 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: lounge 

Equipment and furnishings 
range, sink, cabinets, refrigerator 

Finish 
same as no. 45* 

Sub Total 32D 

UTILITY 

55« Corridors 4500 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: all areas in building 

Finish 
same as no. <45 

56. General Storage 125 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: janitor and tools 

Equipment and furnishings 
same as no; U5 

Finish 
same as no. 4-5 

57. Janitor and Tools 100 

Adjacent areas 
Direct: general storage, main halls 

Equipment and furnishings 
slush sink, closet, shelving equipment 
(broom, mops, etc.) storage 

Finish 
same as no. <45 

5 Furnace 250 

Equipment and furnishings 
furnace, hot water heater, ventilating 



equipment, electrical services 

Finish 
saxse as no, 4-5 

Sub Total 

Total 
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The practice of physical rehabilitation on a clinical 

scale lias developed almost entirely since the last world war. 

The development of a complete program lias made it possible to 

consider the patient in the design. The short period of admis

sion of patients in acute hospitals as contrasted to the compar

atively long period of time a patient is admitted for rehabilitation 

influences the character of the building throughout. Some 

centers are equipped to handle in-patients as well as out 

patients. This center will only include provisions for the 

out-patient groupd, since two large hospitals are located within 

two blocks of the site. 

The clinical atmosphere should be de-emphasized for a center 

errected for rehabilitation on long term basis. "It is of the 

utmost importance that the environment of a rehabilitation 

center exert a constructive influence upon the rehabilitation 

program."(7s157) The character of the space must be designed 

to work for the program. In order to enhance the character, 

the designer must incorporate and consider the things that 

contribute to a better environment. 

Environment is made up of tangible and intangible elements. 

The tangible elements include wall finishes,, floor finishes, 

furnishings, heating systems, plumbing, air-conditioning, 



electricity, landscaping, and imiiitcnance. The intangible 

elements include views, light, color, music, art, sound, smells, 

and air. 

The intangible and tangible elements need to be considered 

from beginning to end. This is evident in the considerations 

given in locating a site. The site mast enhance as many of the 

intangibles as possible. Since the site is located within a 

residential area, the center will naturally take on a quiet 

atmosphere similar to the surroundings. However, the building 

character should be visually removed .and independent with a 

certain professional atmosphere, since the center is both 

professional by name and function. 

This atmosphere is developed and viewed through tiro consi-

derations: First, it is developed and viewed through the over

all appearance; Second, through a lesser experience created by 

small happenings throughout the building. The overall 

appearance is a product of the functions creating the masses. 

These functions are medical, radiology, therapy, social 

adjustment, vocational training, and prosthetic and orthopedic 

appliance manufacturing. 

The masses created by the general categories are a product 

of the internal break-down of the functions, such as waiting, 

consultation, examining, treatment, etc. The lesser experiences 

are created by the treatment of certain intangible and tangible 

things, such as windows, doors, planters, views, etc. The „ 



related nature of these two considerations is quite evident. 

Dotli considerations must be kept in mind through all phases of 

the design in order to securo a building pleasing to look at 

and functional. 

I donTt believe that any building should be designed with 

only one aspect of aesthetics in mind. If only function is 

considered, the final product is only building, not architecture. 

For the most pleasing appearance and functional layout, the 

design must create a feeling of pleasure through the forms 

created. If this pleasure is to be carried into the building, 

the forms must be a product of the function considered and 

developed simultaneously. 

The architecture of a physical rehabilitation center should 

convey a pleasant, orderly, healthy, and constructive atmosphere. 
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ECONOMIC COHglDEHATICHS 

Most medical buildings are constructed by a group of 

physicians who may own the complex through a corporation or 

partnership. In many cases the buildings are designed to in-
' * 

corporate other medical groups or professions who will lease 

office space. This method provides a steady flow of income in 

return for the investment. 

This center has been set up to accommodate several doctors 

of the same profession whose practice is not necessarily limited 

to rehabilitation. Therefore, it is desirable that each physi

cian or physicians group operate as a private practice leasing 

his unit from the center. All of the other departments could 

be ovned and operated under the control of the center or operated 

privately. 

Only a rough estimate of the probable cost can be developed, 

since all calculations must be based on a proposed building 

program. Therefore, all figures arrived at in this section are 
i 

merely indications of the completed construction costs for use 

in preparing a budget. 

Financing 

It was mentioned in the beginning that some of the capital 

required to construct the center could be obtained through the 

Hill-Burton Program, This source could probably supply $200,000,00 



to $300,000.00. Also, some assistance could possibly be obtained 

from the Easter Seal Society. 

The remainder of the financing would come from private 

investment, private loans, and federal and state loans. 

Site and Site Improvement Cost 

The site selected for the center is made up of lots owned 

by individual parties. There are existing buildings that would 

have to be removed from each of the lots. These homes could be 

sold to parties wishing to relocate them. Also, a rehabilitation 

center requires a very pleasant atmosphere. Consequently the 

site would need landscape development and improvements. To do 

this justice, approximately 3 porcent of the total cost of the 

center should be set aside for landscaping. Tlie cost of some of 

these improvements should be considered. 

The following costs have been compiled by the Marshall 

Valuation Service in 19&2. 

Asphaltic Concrete 
Parking lot - 2 in. $ .17 per sq.ft. 

Concrete aprons .68 per sq.ft. 

Concrete curbs 6 in. no gutter 1.20 per lin.ft. 

Concrete side walks .49 per sq.ft. 

The approximate site cost (figured at an average rate for 

that area of Billings of $18,000 per lot) would be $1̂ 0,000.00. 



Maintenance and Operation Cost 

Maintenance and operation costs should be reasonable, 

however, sufficient to accomplish the desired results. Some 

of the costs that should be considered are heating, taxes, 

lighting, water, janitor, maintenance, and insurance. The 

following cost3 have been compiled for a building of similar 

nature in a climate and location similar to that of Billings. 

Heating and cooling $ .10 per sq.ft. 

Lighting .19 per sq.ft. 

Water .02.per sq.ft. 

Janitor, yard work .60 per sq.ft. 

Maintenance .24. per sq.ft. 

Taxes .23 per sq.ft. 

Insurance .10 per sq.ft. 

Total $1.4$ per sq.ft. 

Building Cost 

The Marshall Valuation System does not have any listings 

for a rehabilitation center as such, however, the figures 

used for a medical clinic should parallel the costs for a 

rehabilitation center. The square footage cost for a clinic 

is described in the following chart. 



Average Clinic (4,0-year life) 

Ext. Walls 

Concrete 
or Steel 
Frame, 
Brick, 
Block, 
Tilt Up 

Int. Finish 

Plaster, 
Acoustic 
Tile, 
Ceramic, 
Asphalt 
Tile 

Mech. 

Good 
Lightings, 
Intercom, 
Good 
Plumbing, 
X-ray 

Heat 

Hot Water 

Sq.Ft. 
Unit Cost 

$15.31 

The following multipliers and additives are 

used to bring the figure up to datei 

Refrigerant air conditioning for summer, 

add $.90 per sq. ft. Total $16.21 

Floor to ceiling height multiplier, average 

ceiling height = 10 ft. 0 in. (base height of 10 ft. 

0 in. was used with variations for lower or higher 

ceilings) Multiplier = 1.000 

Area-perimetcr-ratio-multiplier: Perimeter 

is not known, therefore, I will assume $1.10 

Current Multiplier $1.02 

Local Multiplier 1.02 

Refined Square Foot Unit Cost $18.4B 

Estimated Project C03t 

Estimates for this center are based on the unit cost for 

an average center and a total of 22,570 sq.ft. The area figure 

was taken from page 117 of the building program. 



Add 3 percent for landscaping 

Total Building Cost $4-13,000.00 

12,500.00 

Total Project Cost §430,500.00 

Lease Income 

Approximate rental rates can be determined on a square foot 

basis for each area to be leased. These figures will be based on 

the square foot cost used for estimating the project cost, and 

the square foot area allotted to each unit as outlined in the 

building program. 

Since the center has an expected life of 40 years, I will 

assume that financing could be secured on a 4.0 year basis. For 

this reason the cost of each unit should be prorated over a 4£> 

year period. 

!?he figure to be used will be calculated from the total 

estimated project cost in the following manner: 

Total eetimated project cost 14-30,500.00 

Add site cost 180,000,00 

Final total cost $610,500.00 

Divide total cost by 40 years to determine a yearly rate. 

Divide the cost per year by the building area to determine a 

square foot cost per year. 

£610.500.00 
4j0' 

$15,250.00 per year 

S15.25Q.OO 
22,570 sq.ft. 

$.68 per square foot per year 



Add square foot cost per year to maintenance and operation square 

foot cost per year. 

$.68 + $1.4-3 = $2.16 per square foot per year 

Divide the square foot cost per year by 12 months for the monthly 

rate. $2«16 sr $.18 per square foot per month 
12 

For this figure to be complete, interest and profit on investment 

should be added. However, it is impossible to know the exact 

amount to be borrowed or the amount of interest to be charged. 

A physician's uhlt would lease for $150.00 per month. 

(This figure is based on the area of one unit equal to 660 square 

feet plus 165 square feet for halls and circulation multiplied 

by the square foot cost per month from above.) 

The orthopedic shop would lease for $4-50.00 per month. 

(This figure is based on the area of the unit equal to 2160 

square feet plus 340 square feet for halls and circulation 

multiplied by the square foot cost per month from above.) The 

rent at the present shop location is approximately $400.00 per 

month. Relocating within the center would increase business 

potential and provide better working conditions with more 

satisfactory facilities. This should offset the added cost a 

great deal. 
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APPENDIX 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS VCR THE HAITOICAPP3D A'ID DISA^J) (1,7-11) 

I. General Principles and Considerations 

A. Wheelchair Specifications 

1. Length: 42 in. 
2. Width: 25 in. 
3. Height of seat: 19-V in. 
4. Height of armrest: 29 in. 
5. Height of pusher handles: 36 in. 
6. Collapsed width: 11 in. 

B. Functioning of a Wheelchair 

1. Fixed turning radius (wheel to wheel): 18 in. 
2. Average turning space (180° and 360°): 60 x 60 in. 
3. Minimum passing width: 60 in. 

C. Adult Individual Functioning in a Wheelchair 

1. Average unilateral vertical reach: 60 in. (range: 
54 in. - 78 in.) 

2. Average horizontal working (table) reach: 30.8 in. 
(range 28.5 - 33.2 in.) 

3. Bilateral horizontal reach ( both arms extended) 
shoulder high averages 64.5 in. (range 54 - 71 in.) 

4. Average individual reach diagonally: 48 in. from 
floor 

D. Individual Functioning on Crutches 

1. Average, individuals 5 ft. 6 in. tall require an 
average of 31 in. between crutch tips 

2. Average, individuals 6 ft. tall require an average 
of 32.5 in. between crutch tips 

II. Site Development 

A. Grading of ground attaining a level with normal entrance 
will make facility accessible 



B* Walks 

1. AS in. vide and gradient not greater than 5% 
2« Continuing common surface, not interrupted by steps,etc, 
3. Walks crossing other ualks, driveways, or parking 

lots blend to common level 
4-. Door swing platform: 5x5 ft. (extending 1 ft. beyond 

each side of doorway), or 5x3 ft. if door swings in 

C. Parking Lots 

1. Spaces accessible to facility set aside for handicapped 
2. Space open on one side, allowing room for those in 

wheelchairs, on braces and crutches mobility in and 
out of car on level surface 

3- Spaces placed between two conventional diagonal or 
head-on parking spaces: 12 ft. wide 

U* Care exercised so that those in wheelchairs or on 
braces or crutches not compelled to go behind parked 
cars 

5. Consideration to distribution of spaces used by disabled 
in accordance with frequency and persistency of parking 
needs 

6. Walks conforming with B 

III. Buildings 

A. Ramps with Gradients 

1. Ramp slope not greater than 1 ft. rise in 12 fti", 
8.33%, or <V° 50' 

2. Rarap handrails at least one side, 32 in. high, smooth 
extend 1 ft. beyond top and bottom, otherwise confirming 
to American Standard Safety Code for Floor and Wall 
Openings, Railings, and Toe Boards, A12-1932 

3. Ilon-slip surface on ramps 
4. Level platform at top 5x5 ft. if door swings out; 

3x5 ft. xd.de if door swings in (1 ft. on each side of 
door 

5. 6 ft. clearance at bottom of ramp 
6. Level platforms on ramp at 30 ft. intervals for rest 

and safety and whenever turn 

B. Entrances 

1. At least one primary entrance to each building usuable 
by wheelcliairs 

2. At least one entrance usable by wheelchairs on a level 
making elevators accessible 



Doors and Doorways 

1. Clear opening of doors: min. 32 in. (open and operable 
by single effort 

2. Floor level inside and outside 5 ft, in direction door 
swings and extend 1 ft. beyond each side of door 

3. Sharp inclines and abrupt changes in level avoided at 
door sills, thresholds flush with floor 

Stairs conform to American Standard A9.1-1953 

1. Steps in stairs requiring use by disabled (those using 
braces, crutches, amputees, arthritics, silastics, etc.) 
and aged not have abrupt (sq.) nosing 

2. Stairs have handrails 32 in. high from tread at face 
of riser 

3. Stairs have at least one handrail extending at least 
18 in. beyond top step and beyond bottom step 

4-. Wherever possible, risers not exceeding 7 in. 

Floors 

1. Nonslip surface 
2. Floors on given story on common level or connected by 

ramp 

Toilet Rooms (appropriate number to size of building) 

1. Space to allow wheelchair traffic 
2. At least one toilet 

a. 3 ft. in.de 
b. 4. ft. 8 in., preferably 5 ft. deep 
c. Door (where used) 32 in. wide swinging out 
d. Handrails each side, 33 in. high parallel to floor, 

1-J- in. outside diameter, 1-J- in. clearance between 
rail and wall, fastened securely at ends, center 

e. Water closet with seat 30 in. from floor 

3. Lavatories with narrow aprons, when mounted at 
standard height usable by those in wheelchairs 

U* Some mirrors and shelves above lavatories no higher 
. than 40 in. from floor, from top of shelf and bottom 

of mirror 
5. Wall mounted urinals for men with opening of basin 

19 in. from floor, or floor mounted urinals level 
with floor 

6. Appropriate number of towel rac'cs, towel dispensers, 
and other dispensers and disposal units mounted no 



higher than 4D in. from floor 

G. Water Fountains (appropriate number for use by disabled) 

1. Fountains and coolers upfront spouts and controls 
2. Fountains and Coolers hand operated or hand and foot 

operated 

II. Public Telephone (appropriate number for use by disabled) 

1. Dial and handset reached by those in wheelcliairs 
2* Appropriate number equipped for those with hearing 

disabilities and identified with instructions 

I. Elevators 

1. Accessible to and usable by physically disabled on 
level used to enter building 

2. Allow for traffic by wheelchairs 

J. Controls such as light, heat, ventilation, windows, 
draperies, fire alarms, etc, placed within reach of 
those in wheelcliairs 

K. Identification of specific facilities essential to blind 

1. Raised letters or numbers used to identify rooms or 
offices 

2. Identification placed on wall, to right or left of 
door, between 4- ft. 6 in. and 5 ft. 6 in. from floor 
preferably 5 ft. 

3. Doors not intended for normal use, probably dangerous 
to blind if exiting or entering them, identified by 
knurling door handle or knob 

L. Warning Signals 

1. Audible warning signals accompanied by simultaneous 
visual signals for those with hearing disabilities 

2. Visual signals accompanied by audible signals for blind 

M* Hazards obviated for individuals with disabilities 

1. Access panels or manjbroles in floors, walks, and walls 
avoided 

2. Barricades placed on all open sides, at least 8 ft. 
from hazard with warning devices when manholes or 
access panels are open 



3« Low-hanging door closers remaining vfithin opening 
of doorway when open or protrude hazardously into 
regular corridors or traffic ways when door closed 
avoided 

4» Low-hanging signs, coiling lights, and similar 
objects or signs and fixtures protruding into regular 
corridors or traffic ways avoided, rain, height of 
7 ft. from floor recommended 

5. Lighting on ramps in accord with 1201, 1202, 1203, and 
1204 of American Standard A9.1-1953 

6. Exit signs in accord with 1205 of American Standard 
A9.1-1953, except modifications by K of this standard 
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